




a disruptive and 
sustainable source 
for seamless 
architectural 
coatings

decco ®2023

MicroTop One I Industrial I MicroTerrazzo I MicroQuartz I Oxytop I MicroWall

THE WOW SURFACE
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microtop one
decco® MicroTop One is a one component coating that creates 

seamless surfaces. Formulated with cement, mineral fillers, correctors, 
marble particles plus synthetic resins. Ideal for light traffic floors, walls, 

interior areas, residences, commercial buildings, objects and more.



decco® The Wow Surface is popular with interior 
designers, business owners and homeowners. Our 
MicroToppings are excellent for property owners 
who wish to achieve a seamless floor finish, which 
is grout-free and aligns with modernist and 
contemporary trends.
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About Marble Shield ®, the ultimate technology in premier 
line of mineral admixtures: it is composed by marble powder, 
fine silicates and hybrid resins, that work as binders for the 
solidification, consolidation, hardening and conservation of 
decco MicroTop One and Industrial, permanently protecting 
it from damage caused by humidity, preventing the entry of 
water and other liquids without losing permeability.

Marble Shield ® advanced technology is also used as a 
powerful reinforcement for the treatment of catalyzed nano 
crystallization of decco MicroTop One and Industrial.



The meaning 
of versatility

Thanks to their thin-layered and flexible nature, our 
products can be applied quickly and to almost all 

load-bearing surfaces: concrete floors, wall & floor 
tiles, ceilings, countertops & vanities, stair-treads 

and more, in a unique natural texture.

SURFACE REIMAGINED
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industrial
decco® Industrial is a modern system for concrete surface 

designs that keeps all architectural possibilities open. MicroTop 
Industrial emulates the aesthetic of power-troweled concrete with 

enhanced robustness.



decco® The Wow Surface exhibits a pretty strong bonding feature. 
Therefore, it can be applied to many different kinds of surfaces including 
tiles, wood, and existing concrete floors & walls surfaces.
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Benefits of installing decco®
The Wow Surface include:

No compaction is 
needed. Therefore there 
is no need to use heavy 
machinery.

Strong almost 
immediately after 
being applied.

The material does not 
shrink, meaning that 
there will be no folds
or cracks.

Eco-Friendly.

Low permeability 
meaning that it is ideal 
for use in the outside, 
in bathrooms and 
kitchens.

Great bonding.

Chloride free, which 
means that it is a 
safe and durable 
flooring option.

20 colors available.
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microterrazzo
decco® MicroTerrazzo - The pinnacle of natural landscapes. 

It plays to the strengths of what terrazzo is supposed to be in its 
purest sense - timeless, enduring, and visually impactful. With an 
endless array of options to choose from, the different finishes than 

can be achieved are endless.
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microquartz
decco® MicroQuartz is a resilient and slip resistant floor covering. It 

combines colored natural quartz granules with a hybrid acrylic binder, 
which are hand troweled at 1/8” thick over an existing substrate.



decco® MicroQuartz can be applied directly over 
concrete, tiles, plywood, vinyl, MDF & many more 
surfaces. Suitable for internal & external floors, walls 
and joinery.
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2

decco®️ microquartz
application environments:

balconies, patios, cafeterias, hallways, 
pool decks, driveways, industrial 

kitchens, food plants, garage, hospitals, 
hotels, schools
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every stage in our portfolio 
is designed and created 
with the single purpose of 
bringing creative solutions 
to our costumesr for their 
projects.

THE WOW SURFACE
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oxytop
Two - component Iron based coating, desgined following the latest 

trends in architecture and interior design, giving a rusty and corroded 
metal finish, with bits of silver shining through bumpy coarse texture.
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decco® Oxytop - Exclusive Metal Steel coating, 
designed following the latest trends in architecture 
and interior design, giving a Rusty Metal Finish.



microwall
MicroWall is a decorative microcement plaster that allows to reproduce
the tactile like lived concrete and naturally aged, also tracing the details

to characterize modern environments that evoke metropolitan atmosphere. 

MicroWall is suitable for application to interior walls, columns and ceilings. 
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technology
& features.

THE WOW SURFACE

Great Flexibility. 

Extended Open Time 
with Superior Hand 
and Workability. 

Extreme Pot Life. 

Same Day Return 
to Service in most
cases. 

Extreme bonding 
on any kind of 
surface, included
Tile. 
(No demolition)

Eco-Friendly. 

Stylish & Natural Look 
in all our finishes.
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VisonWhite

Portland

Brown Caramel

Liberty

Pearl Grey Dark Grey Black

Cement Ivory Champagne Paris Stone

Royal Blue Henna Orange Red Ferrari

Chocolate Cocoa Dijon Iruya

microtop one
microwall
industrial

COLOR CHART
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Nero Raven Fossil Raven Gary

Cobalt Blue Sky Bianco Sean Salt

Capuccino Granite Beige Terracota

Pacifico Alpine Acacia Grigio Azurro

microterrazzo
COLOR CHART
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Crystal

Twilight

Beige

Solstice

Breaking Down

White

Quicksand

Coconut

Ash

Dalmation

Davenport

Gravel

Matrix

Marina

Black

microquartz
COLOR CHART
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New York City
Long Island
Miami
Fort Lauderdale
Orlando
Los Angeles
San Francisco
Houston
Dallas
Chicago
Vancouver

USA
Canada
Bermuda
Mexico
Guatemala
El Salvador
Costa Rica

/ usa &
  canada

/ the americas

Panama
Republica Dominicana
Puerto Rico
Aruba
Bonaire
Colombia
Venezuela

Ecuador
Peru
Bolivia
Paraguay
Chile
Argentina
Uruguay
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say hey!

decco - miami

decco - new york

Scan to know 
more

2023

+1 (786) 282-4097

+1 (347) 801-2855

8217-19 NW 66th 
street, Miami, FL 33166

243 Grandview Avenue, 
Staten Island, NY 10303

info@heydecco.com

sales@dfstudio.nyc

E-MAIL (USA)

E-MAIL (USA)

PHONE

PHONE

ADDRESS

ADDRESS

www.heydecco.com

@heydecco

INSTAGRAM

WEBSITE

decco ®




